QUALITY IMPROVEMENT ACTIVITY (QIA)
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Date:
Regularly update Patient Demographics - Getting Started

Quality Improvement Team
Names

GOAL

(Simple, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic, Timely)
What are we trying to accomplish and when?

MEASURES

What data will we use to track our improvement?
Eg Pen CAT/POLAR

INITIAL BENCHMARK
What is our current data saying?

Roles/Responsibilities

We will instigate a regular patient demographic update sheet to keep our records up
to date. We aim to ask our patients annually to update their demographic records.
Note the results in a spreadsheet and create a graph.

Run the data quality report using our data extraction tool (use RACGP active
patients),Update the spreadsheet and graph on a relevant time frame (quarterly).

See the spreadsheet and graph create in the measures section created from the data
quality report using data extraction tool PEN/POLAR.

IDEAS

1. Create a Demographic Update form which matches your clinical software
(this will make it more accurate and easier to update). You should be able to
What changes will we make that will lead to an improvement?
NB: These ideas are not practice specific and are designed to give you some
print out your patient’s Demographic details for them to check. Otherwise you
general ideas.
The QI Team should develop these ideas together.
can give them the New Patient Demographic form to complete again. (not
desirable,
but will be very accurate)
To assist with clinical decision making, consider using HealthPathways, see:
HealthPathways Sydney: https://sydney.communityhealthpathways.org/
2. Agree as a practice how often the data should be updated (once per annum?)
Username: connected
P/w: healthcare
3. Develop a system so that patients only get asked once per update cycle.
HealthPathways South East Sydney: https://sesydney.healthpathwayscommunity.org (most software has a notes field which can be used eg demo update 1/3/19)
Username: sesydney
P/w: healthcare
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How will we do it?
What

DO

Who

When

Did we do it?
Unexpected problems?
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You are one step closer to becoming a PCMN practice.
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STUDY

Review/reflect on results
Lessons learnt
What did/didnt’t work well?

ACT

Next steps?
Review or extend
activity?

